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Preston: A Most Peculiar Parish 
 

An investigation into the site of Preston House,  
Preston Grove, Preston next Faversham, Kent. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Preston House around 1900, looking from east to west. 
  (From the Faversham Society's Crosoer Slide Collection). 
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This report includes investigations at the locations listed below: 

 
 
 
 
 

 
KP110 and survey in the garden of 9, Preston Grove  

Grid Reference: TR 01578 60722 
 
 

KP111 and survey in the garden of 13 Preston Grove  
Grid Reference: TR 01584 60710 

 
 

KPs 112A, B and C and survey in the garden of 11 Preston Grove 
Grid References:  TR 01573 60714, TR 01582 60715, TR 01578 60714 

 
 

KP113 in the garden of 15 Preston Grove  
Grid Reference: TR 01574 60699 

 
 

KP114 and survey in the garden of 17, Preston Grove 
TR 01569 60697 

 
Survey 123 in the garden of 7, Preston Grove  

Grid Reference (centroid): 01596 60730  
 
 

(Added in 2015) 
KP123 in the garden of 7, Preston Grove 

Grid reference: TR 01583 60736 
 
 
 
 
 

All materials in this report, including photographs, are the copyright property of the Faversham 
Society unless otherwise stated. 
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PART 1: The Preston House Site in General 
 
 

1.  Introduction  
   

Preston: a Most Peculiar Parish started in 2013 and is planned to run for at least two and possibly three 
years. FSARG has been working in the part of the parish of Preston next Faversham that is known as 
Preston Within. Although since 1935 included in the domain of Faversham Borough1, the parish of 
Preston has a long history of its own with some astonishingly early documentary mentions e.g. in AD822 
when the parish is donated by Cenulph, King of Mercia to the Archbishop of Canterbury.2   

 
Last year the project sought to identify the levels at which medieval activity was apparent along a north-
south line bordering the west of the parish. In all of the excavations, the medieval level was readily 
identifiable through midden scatter3 but in some cases more striking evidence for medieval activity was 
found4, and in a couple of cases much more limited evidence for early medieval (Anglo-Saxon).5  
Reports on all of this are available on the FSARG website. 
 
The aims for 2014 were to focus in on the sites of what seem to be the three most important buildings in 
the Preston Within area. Two of these were obvious - i.e. the church-vicarage complex and Preston 
House (demolished in 1930). The third, Preston Farm, was not nearly so obvious and indeed its 
importance was only realised from finds in the nearby garden of No.3 The Mall in 2013.6  
 
Preston House is the focus of this report. The early history of this large property with its extensive park is 
uncertain, so finding out more about this is the main aim of this part of the Preston project. Also, Preston 
House was demolished in 1930 and is almost forgotten, ignored by the Kent HER, so we also want to get 
an idea as to how much of the house survives under the ground and to make sure that it is recorded and 
remembered for posterity. 
 
 
2.  Geographical and historical background 
 
a) Geography 
 
The ancient heart of Preston next Faversham, i.e. the site of St Catherine's church, is situated at the top 
of a slope at a height of 20m overlooking to the east a shallow valley that runs south to north. South of 
the church, this valley runs between the Preston manors of Macknade to the east and Perry Court to the 
west. Further south, towards the head of the valley on the 40m contour lie the manors of Copton and 
Westwood. Macknade and Perry are mentioned in the Domesday Book. 
 
To the north, the line of the valley is obscured by the levelling carried out to form the Recreation Ground 
in 18627, but just to the north of the Rec the line of the valley is picked up by a surface stream, the Cooks 
Ditch, that runs northwards, bending to the west to enter Faversham Creek just north of Iron Wharf. It is 
possibly significant that a straight line drawn along the west front of St Catherines and carried 
northwards intersects the entrance to Faversham Creek from the Swale. 
 
 

 
1  www. ukbmd.org.uk/genuki/reg/districts/faversham   (2014 version)  
2 Hasted E  1798 The History and Topographical Survey of the County of  Kent Vol 6 pp 532-49 on Preston  
3  FSARG website www.community-archaeology.org.uk/ Preston: a most peculiar parish/ all reports . 
4 FSARG website op.cit. reports of K99, 99A and 97. 
5 FSARG website op.cit.  report on K96A 
6 Report for K99 op.cit 
7 www.faversham .org / Recreation Ground    2014 version 
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Fig 1: Flood risk in Faversham area.8  Dark blue is high risk, light blue low risk. 
 

Extractive industries (brickearth, chalk, gravel), the building of the railway and urbanisation have 
obscured this lie of the land to the north, and it is best brought home by Fig 1. This is taken from the 
Environment Agency Flood Risk website and shows possible floodwater reaching right up to a point just 
below St Catherines. Similar risk-points to the east relate to powerful springs at Clapgate and Church 
Farm. 
 
We have not been able to find any evidence for a spring from early maps predating the creation of the 
Recreation Ground. Local people in the immediate area of St Catherines, however, talk about a spring 
running underneath the houses, a print of around 1880 seems to show a stream running out of St 
Catherines Churchyard, running under low arches. Clearly further research needs to be done on this, 
and will be included in the St Catherines volume.9 
 
Preston House and its park were adjacent to St Catherines, situated to the south of the church with the 
grounds stretching up to the London Canterbury Road (Watling Street). The ground slopes gently 
upwards to the south going from around 19m on Preston Lane to 24m - 25m on the Canterbury Road.  
The effects of brickearth extraction do however complicate the lie of the land in this area. 
 
 
b)  Geology 
 
The geological map shows the Mall and Preston Grove as being Head Brickearth.10  Although the Upper 
Chalk is near the surface it dips down quite sharply to the north, and is masked by these drift deposits.  
There are important caveats, however. Edward Crow, writing in the mid 19th century11, says that the area 
to the east of the Mall 'enclosed by the 4 main roads ..... [Is] ...  where the whole of the surface from 4 
feet to 8 feet in depth has been removed for brickearth'. Based on excavation so far, this does seem to 
be a rather too sweeping statement: for example, the report for K99 and K99A at No.3 The Mall shows 
considerable quantities of medieval pottery in K99, a deposit that would not have survived the kind of 
brickearth removal Crow is describing.12  We also saw brickearth in K99 and K99A. 
 
Nevertheless, there was indeed a brick and tile works within the area enclosed by the four main roads 
within the curtilage now occupied by Jewsons (see map sequence Fig 5). In some places e.g. at the 
junction of Nelson Street and Preston Grove and along both sides of the southern end of Preston Grove, 

 
8  www.environment -agency/floodmaps UK     2014 version  
9 Report on St Catherines Church Preston, its graveyard, Vicarage and surrounding land, forthcoming.  
10 British Geological Survey   Faversham, England and Wales Sheet 273 Solid and Drift Edition.  
11 Crow E 1848-61 Historical Gleanings relative to the Town of Faversham and Parishes Adjoining.  CD transcript by P Tann, 
2009,  Faversham Society: Faversham   
12 Report  K99  op.cit 
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there is a clear drop of the kind of depth Crow is describing. This is a situation that must be kept in mind 
when dealing with the surviving drift geology of this under-researched area. 
 
The geological map also shows a tiny 'island 'of Thanet Sands exposed just to the east of the Mall.  
Further east, the Upper Chalk outcrops along the eastern edge of the shallow 'Cooks Ditch' valley that 
runs south to north. Beyond Preston Park itself, chalk was quarried from at least 1795 to the 1950s: the 
quarry can be seen on the map sequence Fig 5. There is no record of gravel working in this area. 
 
 
c) Known historical background 
 
Preston House is a bit of a mystery. It does not feature in any of the lists of Preston's manors (Copton, 
Macknade, Perry Court, Westwood, Selgrave, Hamme) and Hasted calls it a 'gentleman's seat'. It is not 
listed on the Kent Historic Environment Record and we have only one record of its appearance, a 
Crosoer slide (cover picture). Even Hasted, our usual source for the ownership of high-status properties 
in Kent is unusually diffident about this one and its connection with the Boyle family and says, writing in 
1797: 
 
'It is believed that Roger and Joan Boyle, progenitors of this distinguished race of men, resided in 
Preston house - but this is not perfectly certain'.13 
 
The assumption about a link between the Boyles and Preston House comes from the presence in St 
Catherine's of a very fine tomb for Roger and Joan Boyle who died in 1576 and 1586 respectively. The 
tomb was erected in 1629 by their son Richard, First Earl of Cork. Their grandson was the famous 
Robert Boyle of Boyles Law and all of their sons and grandsons did very well in life, mostly making their 
fortunes in Ireland.14 
 
Hasted is more confident about the owners after 1576, the Finches, who lived here in the later 1500s, 
and are also buried at St Catherines. Canon Scott Robertson in 1895 says that the inhabitants of 
Preston House in the late 1500s, Thomas and Benet Finch, had been married in 1566 and had inherited 
Preston House from her father William Maycott of Faversham.15 
 
Later on, Hasted tells us, Preston House and the associated farm / estate split away from each other and 
around 1700 were sold to different people, with the house going to Thomas Dawes. Around 1775, 
Preston House, according to Hasted, was sold to John Bax, a Londoner, who 'pulled down the old house 
and on the site of it built a large handsome seat'.16  For most of the 19th century this new property was 
occupied by Giles Hilton, the local entrepreneur, and his family (see Appendix 3). In 1930 it was bought 
up by a developer and swiftly demolished with detached houses built straight away along Preston Grove.  
Nowadays, there are no visible signs of Preston House except for two gateposts flanking the driveway to 
No.s 13 and 15 Preston Grove: both of these properties are later builds and possess huge gardens, 
occupying a major part of the former Preston Park. This narrative is illustrated in the map sequence 
Fig 5. 
 
Our main research aim was to find out if there was any evidence for a property earlier than Elizabethan 
on this site. Typically, Kentish manors are 17th century rebuilds of former medieval properties, with the 
former medieval properties often using stone for at least part of their structure17 (brick making in Britain 
disappears after the end of the Roman occupation, does not return until the late medieval and is rare 
until Tudor times). Admittedly this was not a manor according to Hasted but we had found recycled 
medieval stone in nearby garden walls and wanted to check this site out. We were also interested in the 
1788 rebuild and any evidence for the late 16th - late 18th century house, for which we have no records at 
all. I do have to admit, though, the idea of simply seeing the physical remains of this big lost house was 
very attractive in its own right. 
 

 
13 Hasted  1798 op.cit. 
14 Robertson,  Canon Scott 1895  'Preston Church, next Faversham'  Arch. Cant. Vol XX1 p126- 134 
15 Robertson 1895 op cit pp 133 
16 Hasted 1798 op.cit. p 534 
17 see FSARG website op.cit. reports on Davington Manor, all reports for DVN10 
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3.  Location of pits 
 
Overlaying Preston House from early maps onto a modern map enabled us to identify those gardens 
which were situated on the Preston House site (Fig 2 & Fig 22). We were very fortunate to be given 
access to all of the gardens on the site of interest. All but one of the gardens was surveyed using a geo 
resistivity meter, the sole exception being No.15 where the area of interest was mostly tarmac covered  
(Fig 21, p24). 
 
The surveys showed a good deal of variation, with plenty of clusters of light colour suggesting walls and / 
or demolition rubble. Eight excavations of varying size were carried out at the most likely looking spots, 
with Fig 3 summarising the locations of the excavations and details given in the individual reports. 
 

 
Fig 2: The 1840 tithe map (the dark shaded buildings) overlaid on the 2013 map for 
Preston Grove. Grove House is the only surviving building. The arrow shows the 
direction of the camera for the cover photograph of Preston House. North to top. 
 

 

No. Preston 
Grove 

Pit / Survey No. Size of Pit 

7 123 (survey only) NA 
9 KP110 2m x 1m 

11 
KP112A 1m x 1m 
KP112B 0.6m x0.6m 
KP112C 1m x 0.5m 

13 KP111 1m x 0.4m 
15 KP113 1m x 1m 

17 
KP114 2m x 2m 

KP114A 0.5m x 0.5m 
19 Air raid shelter NA 

 
Fig 3: Investigation sites for Preston House. 

PRESTON  
HOUSE 

PRESTON    
FARM  
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4.  The standard procedures 
 
a) Geo resistivity surveying 
 
The area to be surveyed is pegged out and a base line established. The location of this is measured in to 
landmark points. A series of parallel lines are set out one metre apart using special lines marked at 
metre points. The resistivity meter is moved along this line at either 1m or 0.5m intervals and readings 
taken. These are then digitalised and used to create a map of the area surveyed. 
 
b) Levelling 
 
A temporary bench mark is 
set up within the garden and 
linked through to a permanent 
bench mark - this can be a 
challenging task as public 
bench marks are not surviving 
very well in these digital 
times. Levels are obtained 
using a dumpy and the height 
of the land calculated. 
 
 
 
Fig 4: Chris does levelling 
in the garden of No.11 
Preston Grove. 
 
 
 
 
 
Hand held GPS are not accurate enough for our needs and sophisticated GPS instruments are far too 
expensive to buy or hire. 
 
 
c)  Keyhole excavations  
 
An appropriately sized shape is pegged out using the planning square and the area delineated marked 
with string. The position of the shape is recorded by measuring to mapped corners of the house or other 
fixed points shown on a modern map. If necessary, turf is removed carefully from the shape, rolled, 
numbered and set aside in plastic bags to keep moist. 
 
Each pit is then hand excavated using single contexts, each of which is fully recorded on the FSARG 
proformas. Keyholes are excavated to the maximum safety depth of 1.2m or less. All excavated soil is 
sieved meticulously, and placed in a builder's bag to prevent contamination of the garden surfaces. Spoil 
bags are scanned using a metal detector. Finds are set aside for each context and, where possible, 
special finds are given three dimensional coordinates to pinpoint the exact find spot. Any features 
revealed are carefully recorded using scale plans and sections. Finally, the spoil is put back in reverse 
order to extraction, tamped down and watered. Turf is replaced if necessary. 
 
Excavations are photographed throughout the time they are open, with clear signage as to the context 
and pit being excavated and a register being kept. Where appropriate, scale plans and sections are 
drawn. Information is recorded on dedicated context sheets and in site notebooks.  
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Fig 5: Map sequence 1795 to 1963. 
 

 
a) 1795.18 
 
There is no development south of 
Preston Lane / St Catherines except for 
the Farm and Preston House. 
 
Note that the quarry and the 'turnpike 
village' are only just present. 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
b) 1840 tithe map.19 
 
By 1840, however, there is decidedly 
more development. Plot 127 is a brick 
and tile works and workers cottages are 
beginning to be built. Alfred House and 
the Georgian Cottages on Preston 
Grove have arrived. The 'turnpike 
village' and quarry (93) are very 
noticeable. Preston House and the 
Farm do, however, remain dominant 
along with the Church and Vicarage.  
Tithe maps are especially useful as 
they are accompanied by a list of 
owners, residents and usages. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
18 Surveyors Draft for the first edition of the Ordnance Survey   1795 
19 Preston Near Faversham Tithe Award Schedule and maps  1840. KAS/ KCC archives. 

Preston 
House 

Preston 
Farm  

Preston 
Farm Preston 

House 
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c) 1865.20 
 
This is a detailed and attractive 
map edition. Notice the 
development of terraced 
cottages along the Mall and 
Nelson Street. The arrival of 
the railway is a startlingly 
drastic event. 
 
This map also gives plenty of 
information about Preston 
House and its park layout.  The 
Farm has a pond. 
 
The Quarry continues to 
expand to the east and has 
lime kilns. 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
d) 1908.21  
 
North of the railway line, the 
town is beginning to fill up but 
Preston Park remains almost 
untouched except for a couple 
of large greenhouses. 
 
The quarry and 'turnpike 
village' have not changed 
much.  
 
 
The Schoolroom has arrived!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
20 OS 1865 (1904 reprint)  Sheet XXXIV.9.10  Scale of original 1:536 
21 OS 1907 Sheet XXXIV Scale of original 1:2500 

Preston  
Farm  

Preston 
Farm  

Preston  
Farm  

Preston  
Farm  
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e) 1963.22 
 

 
The quarry is now disused and a large horticultural nursery has appeared nearby. 

 
The most important change for us, though, is the disappearance of Preston House and its replacement 
by a row of detached houses lining the northeast side of Preston Grove. 

 
The Farm is much reduced in number of buildings. 

 
At the southern end of the former Preston Park a large house, nowadays known as Preston Court, has 
arrived and semis line the northern side of Preston Lane. 

 
 
 

Only the Church and Vicarage endure relatively unchanged in their spacious settings. 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
22 OS 1963 Sheet XXXIV 
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PART TWO: Individual Investigations 

 
a) Report on No.9 Preston Grove: Survey and excavation KP110. 
 
i) Location 
 
A geo resistivity meter was used to survey the back garden's lawn area at No.9 Preston Grove.   
Overlaid maps had shown that this area lay underneath the heart of the former Preston House 
(demolished 1930). The survey results (see Fig 21) revealed a large light coloured (i.e. much drier than 
average) patch in the central southern part of the garden. An initial 1m x 1m pit was excavated in the 
centre of this patch. 
 
ii) Procedures 
 
Normal procedures were followed. About half way through the dig, the western side was extended 1m x 
1m to allow more room for digging. Not all of this digging platform was excavated. 
 
iii) Findings 
 
After the removal of topsoil and subsoil make up, at a depth of around 0.5m, a substantial truncated wall 
[8] emerged in the middle of the pit, running north to south (Fig 6) This was composed of bricks running 
lengthways along the western side and sideways along the eastern side (see Fig 8). 
 

  
Fig 6: The wall at first exposure, west side. Fig 7: The east side of the same wall. 

 
Further excavation on the eastern side involved the removal of a large amount of painted plaster 
fragments with some mortar mixed in [7] (Fig 10c). This was taken out to a depth of 80cm below ground 
level and rodding below this suggested that the context went down to at least 1m in all. The wall exposed 
on this eastern side was well pointed and whitewashed with an iron hook surviving (Fig 7). 
 
On the western side the deposits and the wall itself were quite different. The wall was not whitewashed 
and was what builders call 'snotty', i.e. there were dribbles of mortar showing that the wall had not been 
pointed. Running alongside the wall was a void around 10cm wide, with some rubble content. Beyond 
this was a sequence of deposits which bottomed out at around 1m with a brickearth layer [13] containing 
a tiny amount of medieval abraded pottery and shell. 
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Fig 8: K110 at the final point, with contexts labelled. 

 
Above this level was a layer full of chalk inclusions of moderate size [12] (Fig 8), which looked very 
much like a simple courtyard surface. Above this was a brickearth infill layer [11] and on top of this a thin 
burnt layer [10]. Above that, bringing the deposits up to the level of the top of the truncated wall was a 
rubble layer with brick and tile [9] underneath [6] that covered the whole pit over the top of the wall: this 
brick was all of a late 18th - early 19th century type. 
 

 
 
Fig 9: Nuremburg Jeton, used in a computational 
system. 
 
 
Dateable finds included 16th - 17th century brick and a 
large fragment of contemporary floor tile from context 
[11] (Fig 10a & b) and a Nuremburg Jeton from the chalk 
level [12] (Fig 9). Other building rubble was of a late 18th 
century date. A lead plant tab from the 19th century was 
found in context [6]. 
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a) Floor tile fragment K110 [11]. b) 17th century brick K110 [11]. 

 
Fig 10: Building materials. Above, 17th century items from the first Preston House,  demolished 
just before 1788 by Bax. Below, high quality painted and moulded wall plaster from the second 
Preston House, built 1788 and demolished 1930. 

 

 
c) High quality painted and moulded wall plaster. 

 
iv) Interpretation  
 
It is plain that what was exposed here is part of the cellar of Preston House. To the east was the inside 
of the cellar, shown by the well finished wall and hook. To the west was the outside of the wall sunk into 
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a sequence of deposits. Whether this sequence is earlier than the wall and was solid ground at the time 
of cellar building or whether it accumulated against the wall as it was being built is hard to tell. What 
seem reliable is that the lowest level [13] was the original medieval surface on which Preston House was 
built in Tudor times. 
 
The chalk surface with a few fragments of post medieval red ware and a Nuremburg jeton does seem to 
have a post medieval date, possibly 17th century and context [11] contained some 17th century brick and 
a floor tile. These finds are related to the early Preston House, demolished around 1788, and it is quite 
likely that the level [12] precedes the building of the big cellar wall and that [11], the burnt layer [10] and 
rubble [9] accumulated against the newly built cellar wall. The wall [8] is certainly substantial enough to 
form the back wall of the cellar area, without coinciding with the main back wall of the House itself. 
These points will be further taken up in the summary interpretation shortly. 
 
The void is a bit of a mystery. We came across similar voids in other pits next to walls. Again, this will be 
discussed in more detail later in this report. 
 
 
 
b) Report on No.13 Preston Grove: Survey and excavation KP111. 
 
i) Location 
 
The overlay map for Preston House shows the front of the house running just inside the garden of No.13.  
The aim of this investigation was to find this wall and perhaps identify at least two building phases. A geo 
resistivity survey was carried out for the north western end of the garden, as shown in Fig 21. The 
results were surprisingly mixed and patchy, with the only one cluster of high resistivity and that 
corresponded to a large washing line pole base. A large greenhouse did block access to most of the 
area of interest next to the boundaries of No.s 9 & 11 (see reports for KP110 and KP112A & B), with only 
a narrow pathway accessible. Even though there was not an obvious high resistivity band showing on 
the survey, a small trench KP111 was put in here. 
 
ii) Procedures 
 
An area 1m x 0.4m was pegged out and normal procedures followed in excavation. Excavation was 
impeded by tree roots. Maximum excavation depth was 55cm. 
 
iii) Findings 
 
The layer immediately below the turf was a dark garden soil [2] with high building materials content - 
brick, tile, mortar and plaster. Below this was a layer of fine gravel [3] with much less demolition material.  
Removal of this revealed a concentration of brick rubble at the northwest end [4] (Fig 11) which 
appeared at first to be a truncated wall but was in fact removable, exposing the top of layer [5] 
throughout the pit. Context [5] had very little artefactual content. 
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Fig 11: First sight of the 'wall'. 
 
In neighbouring pits (KP112A & B in No.11 and 
KP110 in No.9) the tops of truncated cellar 
walls had been exposed at a depth of around 
70-80cm and, what is more, we had already 
recorded the fact that the gardens of No.s 9 
and 11 were around 1m higher up than the 
garden of No.13. So, relatively, the top of [5] in 
this pit was 1.5m down compared with the 
garden of No.11, well below the level of those 
truncated cellar walls. So finding the 
foundations of the front wall seemed impossible 
at this stage and the excavation was halted. 
 

iv) Interpretation 
 
It seems clear that the 1930 demolition cleared the site down to the foundation level of the front wall.  
Because the plot on which No.13 is built was not developed in the first stage of development, its plot was 
not 'made up' in the way that the ones were along Preston Grove (the plots are, even in 2014 at 80 plus 
years of use, matching in level). 
 

 
Fig 12: The final stage with no sign of a solid foundation. Looking west. 
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c) Report for No.11 Preston Grove: Survey and excavations KP 112A, 112B & 112C. 
 

Report for K112A 
 

i) Location 
 
The geo resistivity survey of the garden of No.11 Preston Grove showed three distinct areas of high 
resistivity. The one relevant to KP112A was in the south east corner of the garden, close to the rear and 
side boundaries. The use of a rod confirmed that there was solid material under the ground. 
 
ii) Procedure 
 
A 0.6m x 0.6m keyhole pit was pegged out in the far corner, around 1m in from the boundaries. This was 
excavated following the normal procedures. A maximum depth of 1.1m was reached. 
 
iii) Findings 
 
The turf [1] overlay a compact clay [2] with a few modern inclusions such as plastic and roof felt. At a 
depth of 35cm this gave way to a layer [3] with a lot of red brick, tile, mortar and plaster pieces. At 45cm 
[3] yielded to a layer [4] with much less brick and more plaster and mortar. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig 13: The wall emerges. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As soon as [4] was being removed, a wall [6] was spotted emerging on the north side of the pit (Fig 13). 
When exposed this wall was seen to be carefully pointed and whitewashed (Fig 14). The pit was taken 
down as far as possible for such a small opening. Context [4] gave way to a lighter deposit [5] with high 
mortar content but not much else. The base of the wall [6] was not reached. 
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Fig 14: The KP112A whitewashed wall fully exposed. 

 
 

iv) Interpretation  
 
This well-finished wall was an interior wall of a cellar of Preston House. The deposits [5] and [4] were 
interpreted as infill immediately after demolition and layer [3] in particular as a probably bulldozed layer 
to cover up the truncated remains of the wall and containing a high proportion of demolition materials.  
Layer [2] was make-up creating the garden soil of No 11. 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Report for K112B 

 
i) Location of pit 
 
The keyhole pit was dug in the lawn at the back of No.11 Preston Grove, 5.4m from the back of the 
house and 2.4m from the southern boundary wall. A geo-resistivity survey was conducted which 
indicated an area of high contrast and probing with a metal rod had suggested that there were features 
below the surface. 
 
ii) The procedures 
 
A 0.6m square pit was measured in very accurately, centred over this area, marked out and excavated to 
a maximum depth of 1.15m, using normal procedures. 
 
iii) The Findings 

At the bottom of the pit was brick earth [7], visible in Fig 15b. A wall [6] projected 18cm from the baulk at 
the east side of the pit and extended down into context [7] below the level excavated. The wall, running 
NNE to SSW, is of red brick with cream mortar and of irregular bond. It is roughly finished and truncated 
by demolition 75cm below the lawn surface. 
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At the west side of the pit and extending under the lawn and below the depth excavated was a rubble 
filled void covered with Terram, visible in Fig 15a. [5] adjacent to the wall is clayey sand. The west side 
of this was not excavated because it was unsafe. Above the wall and beside the void, context [4] is a 
layer of much churned garden soil with large quantities of tarmac and CBM, 30cm thick and 43cm below 
the lawn surface. Above context [4] and the Terram is context [3] a mixed layer characterised by its high 
mortar content. Context [2], 5cm - 26cm below the surface' is a layer of fine-grained clayey sand with a 
very high percentage of CBM, plaster, mortar and flint and covered by the turf context [1]. 

  
Fig 15a: (Left) This view has been inverted to make it comparable with b). The truncated wall 
edge is just emerging from the overlying deposit, with the adjacent void in the foreground. 
Fig 15b: (Right) The end stage, the modern rubble has been removed and the wall is fully 
visible. Notice the 'snots'. 

The contexts above the wall [2], [3], [4] are characterised by large amounts of demolition rubble, brick, 
tile, mortar and plaster, tarmac and flint. All contexts excavated contained coal. There was very little pot, 
bone or shell and the majority of this were found in context [3], which also contained the oldest pottery. 

iv) Interpretation 

The cellar of Preston House was dug into the brickearth, its outer face rough and unfinished, as it would 
not be seen. The house was demolished in 1930 and the cellar filled in, probing indicates that at least 
1.7m height of wall still remains. Demolition material and soil were spread over the site covering the 
truncated wall. In the 21st century a void, possibly a soakaway was constructed very close to the buried 
wall, partially filled with large pieces of rubble and covered with Terram. Layers of soil from different 
periods, mixed with demolition material from Preston House and 21st century house alterations were 
piled on top to create the modern garden surface. 

Caroline Clarkstone 

 

Report for 112C 

i) Location  

This small slot was located on a high resistivity reading area adjacent to the garden path. 

ii) Procedures 

This was excavated to a depth of 18cm using the standard procedures. 

iii) Findings 
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At a depth of 18 cm an earlier concrete garden path was revealed, wider than the existing one. 

iv)  Interpretation 

This path was seen as belonging to the current property in the recent past. No further excavation took 
place. 

 

 
d) Report on No.15 Preston Grove: Excavation KP113. 
 
i) Location  
 
This pit was located on a verge next to the back wall of No.17 Preston Grove on the west side and on 
the east side a wide driveway and parking area. Although not shown on the 1840 overlay map Fig 2 as 
directly under Preston House, we knew from the Crosoer photograph (cover) that there were extensive 
greenhouses on that side of the House by 1900 and wondered if we would pick up remains of those. We 
were also told by the householder that when the drive and parking were being laid, a wall was observed 
crossing it diagonally and starting round about the position of the verge. The location was also very close 
to a well-marked high resistivity area in the garden of No.17 that would be excavated later (KP114). 
 
ii) Procedures 
 
A 1m x 1m square was marked out and excavated using the standard procedures. A maximum depth of 
85cm was reached. 
 
iii) Findings 
 
The topsoil (no turf) [1] to a depth of 24cm was loose, dry and contained many small pieces of building 
material, 19th century pottery and flint fragments. Under this was a much more shingly layer with building 
rubble (red brick) [2]. This overlay another mixed layer, moderately sorted, with many small fragments 
[3]. This layer filled a gully into the next layer down - labelled as fill [6] but really part of [3]. 
 
 

Fig 16: The gully and pipe. 
 
This gully cut [5] which was 50cm wide, ran across the pit  
from north west to south east and was created by either being 
worn away by outflow water from the pipe [8] that protruded 
from the west wall or alternatively as the bottom of a trench 
cut [also 5] to accommodate the pipe (Fig 16). The pipe was 
iron, 8cm in diameter and protruded from the baulk 16cm 
below the surface. 
 
The surface into which the gully had been worn or cut was the 
top of a different kind of deposit, much firmer, more clayey 
and with few inclusions [4]. This overlay at the base of the pit 
a layer of clay with rubble content [7]. Interestingly, context [4] 
contained post medieval pottery along with some early 19th 
century and context [7] contained only medieval and post 
medieval pottery. The brick fragments from [7] were only 5cm 
thick, a size which firmly suggests 16th / 17th century origin at 
the latest (by the 18th century bricks had increased in 
thickness to around 6cm - 7cm). 
 
The top of the context exposed at the base of the pit [9] was yellowy-red brickearth with very few 
inclusions. 

pipe 
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iv)  Interpretation 
 
The small diameter iron pipe, which did not appear to be broken off, was possibly a downspout 
connected with drainage from the adjacent greenhouses. What is interesting here is that the surface into 
which the gully was worn / cut appears to be the top of a deposit related to the earlier property on this 
site, the Tudor-Jacobean house, demolished around 1788. In the upper layers [1] to [3] the rubble was of 
a later date and probably came from the final demolition of the Georgian house in 1930. 

 
 
 

Fig 17: The base of the pit. 
 
 
 
 
The lowest level probably 
preceded the early house and 
was possibly a medieval 
agricultural surface (see 
following report for KP114 to 
support this). 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
e) Report on No.17 Preston Grove: Survey KP114 and excavation KP114A. 
 
i) Location 
 
The site of the main excavation, KP114, was chosen after a geo resistivity survey of the back garden of 
No.17 Preston Grove had shown a strongly marked, straight sided white patch (dry area) in the centre 
rear of the lawn area (see Fig 21). Later on, a second much smaller pit KP114A was opened further to 
the east to explore another anomaly. 
 
ii) Procedures 
 
A 2m x 0.5m pit was dug, aligned north - south. This was later extended to the west by 0.5m at the 
northern end along a 1m front. The later excavation KP114A was 0.5m x 0.5m. Normal procedures were 
followed for the excavation of these pits. 
 
iii) Findings 
 
This was a complex excavation that revealed three different walls of a partially-sunken chamber. 
 
At a depth of 30cm, underneath turf [1] and topsoil [2] a line of loose mortar became visible. On removal 
of the surrounding layer [3 =4=13] the truncated top of a single thickness brick wall running almost east 
west was revealed [6]. The bricks were 6.5cm thick, not frogged and hand made. Almost immediately a 
second wall, at right angles to this wall, running north-south and fastened onto it with thick mortar, came 
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into view. This wall [11] was conspicuously different to the first wall, with a toothed (honeycomb) 
structure and a different kind of brick (frogged with the letter W imprinted on the frog and not handmade) 
(see Fig 18). 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Fig 18: North end of pit, 
labelled with context. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
In the spaces enclosed by these two walls and the sides of the excavation, to both the west and the east, 
was a rubble fill mostly of shattered bricks [7]. This was completely removed on the eastern side and 
revealed a concrete floor [8] to the emergent structure at a depth of 1.1m (Fig 18). 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 19: 140 kg of shattered brick used as 
infill from K114. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the rubble fill (south) side, the first wall [6] had a neatly pointed surface for the lime mortar. On the 
other (north) side, however, the surface was covered with 'snots' the builder's term for dribbles and 
lumps of mortar. From only 40cm, level with the top of the truncated wall [6], downwards to at least 60cm 
was a layer of brickearth [5] whose only content was tiny pieces of medieval pottery, shell and bone. 
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Findings for K114A 
 
 
This small pit 0.5m away in an eastward direction revealed a third wall 
[4] identical to wall [12] in style (toothed) and brick type at a depth of 
35cm running almost east west, parallel to the first non-toothed wall.  
To the north was a brick rubble fill [5] identical to the one found in K114, 
to the south was a narrow void filled with rubble next to the wall then 
brickearth [6] very similar to that found in context [5] in K114. 
 
 

Fig 20: K114A labelled with context. 
 
 
 
iv) Interpretation of K114 and K114A 
 
This excavation does seem to have exposed a single structure, itself sunk into deposits which are clearly 
medieval in origin beneath the make-up for the present garden of No 17. The 'snotty' wall in K114 is a 
wall not meant to be viewed i.e. the outer wall of a partially sunken chamber. This wall, judged on the 
nature of its bricks (red brick, without frogging), is older than the other walls, perhaps by as much as 120 
years, in that the 'old wall' bricks date from the late 18th - early 19th century whereas the W bricks are 
local Whiting bricks and 20th century in date. This structure was not very large - only around 2m wide and 
filled in eventually with a mass of building demolition material - and only partially sunken to a depth of 
1.1m below present garden levels, maybe only 80cm below the pre-garden level. 
 
In terms of phasing, the order of events works out like this:  
 
 Phase 1: Medieval midden scatter indicates medieval agricultural activity.  
 
 Phase 2:  Building of first (non-toothed) wall) in 1788 (rebuild of Preston House). 
 
 Phase 3:  Building of the two toothed walls (1900- 1920s?), chamber created. 
 
 Phase 4:  Demolition of above ground parts of walls and infilling of chamber (1930). 
 

Phase 5:  Creation of topsoil for garden of new house (depth c 30-40 cm) then domestic 
gardening since 1931. 

 
In the early 20th century overlay maps (see Fig 2 & Fig 22); this part of Preston House is occupied by 
greenhouses. These can also be seen in the print on the cover, to the left of the main frontage. The 
toothed walls do indicate a need for air circulation within this chamber and it has been suggested that 
this was a basement boiler room. The earlier wall was probably created at the time of the 1788 rebuild by 
Bax and its original purpose remains uncertain. It is nowhere near as massive or well finished inside as 
the cellar walls found in numbers 9 and 11 Preston Grove (K110, K112A, and K112B). Perhaps it was 
built as part of a storage cellar for an out building? 
 
Finally, a very interesting suggestion has been made that this semi-basement with ventilated walls might 
have been part of a pineapple house. Pineapple houses were a big status symbol in the 17th - 19th 
centuries, only going out of fashion when canned fruit became common. Heating in these greenhouses 
was sometimes by stoves but the heat for manure; tannest waste and crushed bark were also used. The 
dating of the bricks used in the ventilated wall is the main snag here but the pictures in Appendix 5 of a 
reconstructed Pineapple house at Heligan in Cornwall do show a rather familiar structure. 
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f)  Report on No.7 Preston Grove: Survey only S123. 
 
i) Location 
 
This survey was in the large garden of 7, Preston Grove. This only became available towards the end of 
the summer season and proved unexpectedly significant. The overlay of the tithe map Preston House 
onto the modern map had suggested that the main building of Preston House did not overlap the garden 
of No.7 (see Fig 21). According to both the 1840 tithe map and the later 1906 auction map of Preston 
House, neither were there any outbuildings or conservatories on the northern side of the House. 
Therefore we expected a rural, darkish spread of low resistivity with drier areas nearer trees. 
 
ii) Procedure 
 
Normal procedures were used for this survey. The area covered fell into two parts, a section closer to the 
house and a lower down section at the rear - see Fig 21. 
 
iii) Findings 
 
The section further away from the house produced patchy results, with what looked like a curiously 
random scatter of dark (wetter) and light, high resistivity (drier) parts. The section closer to the house, 
however, showed a strikingly large area of high resistivity right across the garden, particularly in the 
centre. 
 
iv) Interpretation 
 
The rear section's patchy result was similar to that for the garden of No.13, which, as can be seen from 
the map, is adjacent. The Survey 123 results were somewhat darker overall but that could have been 
due to variation in weather conditions between the dates used for each survey. The levels match up as 
well for these two plots. This kind of pattern denotes very disturbed ground. 
 
The section closer to the house was similar to those for No's 9 (K110), 11 (K112A, B and C) and 17 
(K114), with an even larger area of light deposits are concerned. In these other gardens, the white areas, 
through excavation, revealed brick walls without exception. Presumably this is not the case with No 7 - 
this is probably a mass of demolition material from 1930. Or is it too fanciful to think this just could be the 
site of the unmapped earlier Tudor-Jacobean house? Only excavation could give an answer here. 
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Fig 21: Geo resistivity results and excavation sites from Preston Grove, 2014. North at left (this 
view). 
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PART THREE: Summary For Preston House 
 
These surveys and keyhole investigations did bring Preston House to life. 
 
The K110 and K112A & B excavations gave us the probable western boundary of the Georgian cellars, 
marked by substantial walls with 'snots' facing westwards. West of the thick wall in K110, the deposits 
were complex, with a layer of burning, a layer of chalk scatter that could denote a primitive courtyard 
surface and a brickearth backfill at one point. The Nuremburg jeton, dated to around 1600, came from 
the lowest levels of these complex deposits. I would suggest strongly that these deposits date to the time 
of the earlier Tudor-Jacobean property. The argument for this is based partly on the fact that a 1905 map 
of the Preston House estate, made available to us during the season, and also the tithe map of 1840 
(Fig 2) absolutely undeniably show Preston House as extending westwards far beyond the location of 
K110. 
 

 
 
Fig 22: The 1905 auction map (coloured) overlaid onto the 2013 map (black and white). Red 
squares denote excavations of varying size. North at top. 
 
The provisional interpretation is that the westward facing wall in both K110 and K112B are the outer 
walls of the Georgian House's cellars which were only to be found under the main, front block. The 
deposits alongside the outer 'snotty' wall survived, possibly, from the time at which the cellar was being 
sunk and created - i.e. after the demolition of the original property to make way for Box's fancy new 
house. The rear part of the new house was then built over these deposits with no cellar underneath. 
 
It is not impossible, however, that like other posh Faversham properties built at this time (which was a 
very prosperous time for Faversham) the original rear part (which would have had kitchens, dairy, 
storerooms etc) was not demolished in 1788 but simply had a new front built on to it. There are many 
examples of this in the Faversham area dating from this time e.g. nearby Mall House and a number of 
properties in Abbey Street. As well as in K110, the excavations revealed early (post medieval and 
medieval) deposits in two other places, K113 and K114. Both of the latter are at the former greenhouse 
end of the property, again beyond the footprint of the main house. 
 
The greenhouse structures found so impressively in K114 are of 19th - early 20th century construction. 
Even the 'old wall' has bricks of 6.5cm / 7cm thickness. A very interesting suggestion has been made 
that this semi-basement with ventilated walls might have been part of a pineapple house. Pineapple 
houses were a big status symbol in the 17th - 19th centuries, only going out of fashion when canned fruit 
became common. Heating in these greenhouses was sometimes by stoves but 'organic' heat from 
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manure, tanning waste and crushed bark was also used. The dating of the bricks used in the ventilated 
wall is the main snag here but the pictures in Appendix 5 of a reconstructed Pineapple house at Heligan 
in Cornwall do show a rather familiar structure. 
 
On the 'snotty' side of the 'old wall' we found undisturbed medieval midden scatter in brick earth at a 
depth of only 40cm. The wall had clearly been sunk into an undisturbed medieval agricultural level. Just 
over the back fence of No.17 at K113, the lowest level there at 65cm contained not only some medieval 
and post medieval pottery sherds but also glazed brick and red brick whose dimensions and character 
are wholly early post medieval. Here we have evidence for the demolition of the early house. Because 
the lowest K113 context did not contain any later material, this suggests that the early house was 
demolished in 1788 but that may only have been partial. 
 
At the end of the summer season, the garden of No.7 became available for a geo resistivity survey. The 
overlays, both of the 1840 and the 1906 maps, showed absolutely no buildings of any kind in this area, 
so we thought the results would confirm this as simple parkland. We could not have been more wrong, 
as is explained in the report for S123. Is this a large dump of demolition material? Or is it the site of 
earlier Preston House? Either way, we would love to take a look! 
 
 
7.  Final comments 
 
Preston House has been a very enjoyable place to investigate - we rarely wall-chase and it is good fun. 
 
On this occasion, I really must take the opportunity to compliment the FSARG teams on the quality of 
their work. The surveying, the making use of the surveys to pin point excavation sites, the excavations, 
recording and making good of the gardens afterwards were all done to the highest standards. 
Faversham is very fortunate to have such a capable, skilful group working for the good of the community 
without a penny of grant or other support. The fact that they also enjoy doing it is perhaps the secret! 
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Addendum for Keyhole K123 at 7 Preston Grove. 

 
This excavation was designed to investigate large anomaly on a geo resistivity survey carried out in the 
garden of 7 Preston Grove (see p 23 and Fig 21). This anomaly suggested a mass of high resistivity 
material below the surface, even though none of the historic maps showed buildings in this area (see 
Fig 5, map sequence). This anomaly was considered worth investigating. 
 
Procedures 
 
A 2m by 0.75m trench was laid out running from west to east on the south west part of the anomaly. The 
trench was then excavated using the usual method (see p 9). The maximum depth reached was 1.1m. 
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Findings 
 
Under the turf [1] was a well sorted gravelly layer [2] with an ashy pit [3] / [4] set down into it. These 
contexts contained many very small fragments of red brick, slate and mortar. Underlying these across 
the whole pit at a depth of around 25cm to 45cm was a layer [5], yellowish red in colour with very high 
red brick and tile content. The fragments were much larger than in [2] - see Fig 23. Context [5] shaded 
down to a poorly sorted layer [6], with fewer inclusions but much the same range of material. These 
layers can be seen in Figs 25 & 26. 
 

  

 

 
 
 
 
Fig 23: The top of context [5] showing the brick 
and tile debris. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 24: A Late Bronze Age 
chopper from context [10]. 

 
 

A small slot into [6] revealed what looked like a very compact chalk and crushed tile surface at around 
70cm [7]. The removal of [6] showed a beaten surface, only about 1cm - 2cm thick that stretched across 
the whole trench. A slot sunk into [7] at the last stage of excavation showed that underneath this surface 
was a deposit with very little artefactual content apart from some highly abraded early pottery and 
residual worked flint. (See Fig 24 for a fine example of a Late Bronze Age chopper from this level). The 
stages of excavation of the surface are shown in the photo sequence in Fig 25. 

The pottery from this succession, though not abundant, was almost all earlier than AD1800, with only [2] 
containing 19th century pot. Context [6] contained small sherds ranging in date from medieval to post 
medieval. The lowest (earliest) context [10] yielded a single sherd of much abraded prehistoric pottery, 
just possibly mid Bronze Age. A scatter of flint tools varying in age from the Mesolithic to the late Bronze 
Age were found across most of the contexts, showing the degree of disturbance of this area. 
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Interpretation 

Fig 25: The emergence of the courtyard surface in K123. 

 

 

 

 

a) First sight of context [7] visible in a slot 
through [6]. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
b) Context [7] fully exposed - a chalk and 
broken tile surface. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
c) A slot through [7] shows the relatively 
untouched deposit [8] below. 
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Fig 26: The final sequence. 
 
Fig 26 enables us to have a good go at reconstructing the sequence of events here. Beneath the turf is a 
top soil spread over a level gravelly surface probably just after the building of the house was completed 
around 1932. Under that is [5], a clear demolition layer. This layer contains not only red brick but both 
slate and tile fragments, also a lot of flints that have been used in walls. The only picture we have of 
Preston House does not tell us how the house was roofed, but the presence of slate does imply that this 
layer comes from the 1931 demolition and comes from a range of buildings, not just the House itself. 
 
Then comes a substantial layer overlying what looks like a simple courtyard surface. Layer [6] is 
probably the soil of the parkland that on maps lay to the north of Preston House, scraped over to cover 
the yard surface from nearby after the demolition of the earlier house, which is why it has such a mixture 
of ages of pottery. The yard is probably contemporary with the Tudor - Jacobean property, as below it 
there are only small quantities of what we interpret as midden scatter i.e. highly abraded small sherd of 
early pottery and a scatter of worked flints. This means that this level corresponds to the medieval 
farmland onto which the House was originally built in the mid 16th century. We have found this level in 
almost all of our Preston House pits. 
 
 
Final comments 
 
This excavation started off simply investigating a resistivity anomaly and ended up telling an interesting 
story covering 500 years and hinting at more - another piece of the jigsaw. 
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Appendix 1: 
Harris Matrices for Preston House excavations. 

 
KP110 

 
KP111 

 

 

 

 
KP112A 

 

 
KP112B 

 

 
KP113 
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KP114 
 

KP114A 
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Appendix 2: 
The only other visual record of Preston House, to date. 

 
 
 
a) Aerial Photograph 1927.23 
 
 
                                  

 
 
 
 
 
 

b) The same area, similar orientation, in 194624, St Catherines Church circled. Preston House has 
gone but some buildings of the farm are visible.  Allotments are still common in this post-war 
period. 
 

 
 

 

 
23 From English Heritage website Britain from Above. Faversham 1927 
24 From KCC archive at Invicta House, Maidstone  

Allotments Church Former Farm Preston House 
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Appendix 3: 
Census details for the main properties in the Preston Grove area. 

 
Preston Occupation* of Main Dwellings 1840 – 1911 

 
Source Preston 

House (111)** 
Preston House 
(113) 

Vicarage Grove House 
(114) 

Alfred House 
(130) 

Grove Place 
(128,129) 

Farm 
(109) 

1840 Tithe 
Map 

Giles Hilton Gerard Gossenden  Rev James Peto John Shepherd Grace Waller Thomas Greensted 
John Milne 

Ann Perkins 

1841 
Census 

Giles 
Hilton 

Gerard L Gossenden 
(farmer) 

James Peto John Shepherd? 
Naval Captain 

Grace Waller Thomas Greensted 
Rachel Perkins 
Elizabeth Perkins 

 

1851 
Census 

Giles Hilton  James Peto John Shepherd? Grace Waller Thomas Greensted 
Elizabeth Perkins? 

 

1861 
Census 

Giles Hilton Richard J Hilton James Peto ? Edward Exton? Thomas Greensted 
Martha Britten Young 

 

1871 
Census 

Richard Hilton Maria Hilton James Peto ? Frederick N Mead Ellen C Greatbach Elizabeth A Perkins?  

1881 
Census 

Richard Hilton Maria Hilton John R Cooke ? Unoccupied ?  

1891 
Census 

Richard Hilton Maria Hilton John R Cooke Unoccupied Unoccupied ?  

1901 
Census 

Richard Hilton John Ramsey William Carus-Wilson George 
Gardiner 

Harry S Neame ? Jas M Dence 

1911 
Census 

Edwin Wood  William Carus-Wilson Walter M Gillett Harry S Neame ?  

 
* Ownership and occupation may differ 
**Plot numbers on tithe map 
 
Preston House appears to have been split into two dwellings after the 1851census. In 1911 it is not possible to determine whether it was returned to one 
dwelling occupied by Edwin Wood or whether the second part was re-named. 
 
Records also exist for Grove Place, Preston Grove, Preston Place, Preston Orchard and Preston Lodge. 
 
1841 there is no record of Ann Perkins. A Rachel Perkins is living at Grove Place, she is a farmer. Elizabeth Perkins of independent means and Thomas 
Greensted a farmer are all listed as Grove Place. There appear to be three households / properties here. 
 
1851 the census records all say Preston Lane with no record of house names or numbers. Thomas Greensted is listed at living there as a Farmer out of 
business and the premises is being run as a boarding and day school, I am assuming this is part of Grove Place. Elizabeth Perkins is also there.
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1861 a Thomas Greensted is listed as living at Grove Place as a Collector of Taxes. This is the same 
Thomas Greensted and his wife is listed as “Scholastic” and there is a teacher and scholars living at the 
premises. Martha Britten Young, Scholastic, is also at Grove Place. This appears to be next door to a 
listing for London Road where Edward and Sophia Exton live. He is a gardener. In 1871 Frederick N 
Mead is living at Alfred House and Sophia Exton is his housekeeper. I cannot find any record of Alfred 
House in 1861, so the London Road address may be it, although Edward Exton was a gardener and 
unlikely to be the householder. 
 
1871, again only listed as Preston Lane, there is a school run by Ellen C Greatbach. Also there as 
another household is Elizabeth A Perkins. Could this be Grove Place? It appears to be near to Alfred 
House. 
 
1881 a George W Finn, grazier, farmer and salesman is living at Preston Place. This is the first time I 
have seen a record for Preston Place. Is this a part of Grove Place renamed? 
 
1891 Preston Grove appears as an unoccupied dwelling this next to Alfred House, also unoccupied, on 
the census. Grove House is also unoccupied and is next to the dwelling of James M Dence, a 
gardener. 
 
1901 Grove House is occupied by George Gardiner a corn merchant and farmer and next to this is Old 
Farm, occupied by Jas M Dence a wool sorter. Preston Lodge appears for the first time, occupied by 
Frederick Pryer a bank manager and brickmaker. This appears to be in the Mall so probably no 
connection. 
 
It would appear that Grove House was occupied by John Shepherd a naval captain up to his death.  He 
appears on the tithe map, the 1841 and 1851 census. He would appear to be deceased by 1861 and I 
cannot find any occupation of Grove House until 1901. 
 
 
 
 
Research carried out by Pat Wheatley  
 
October 2014  
 
Census data found at Teynham public library and online.  
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Appendix 4: 
Scale Plan for KP114 and KP114A , 17 Preston Grove 
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Appendix 5: 
Pineapple Houses. 

 
These photographs are taken from the www.heligan.com website. There is an excellent article on the 
history of pineapple growing in the UK by Johanna Laussen-Higgins on the website 
www.buildingconservation.com 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 


